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ABSTRACT

Workshops by the Association of American Colleges
that' Provided faculty and administrators the opportunity.to discuss
racism- in the classroom and to become sensitized to problems,
encountered by black students are tlesc\ribed. Seven institutional case
studies, that describe. campus projects are also provided. In addition
to prontoting discussion of faculty.and \students' needs and
perceptions, the workshops were designed to result in campus projects.
Addressing racism. Both statistical and person4tinformation was
'provided to the faculty and administrator representatives of 10
campuses. Five general themes'brought the \campus representatives.to
the rkshop: using better classroom envir pments to rgduce
attri.Lion; developing ways in which to interest white faculty in the
subject of racism; developing a support system for black students'in
which faculty and students could vork together; devising less random

is for addressing racism on campus; and learning how to improve
the classroom environment. A followup workstiop provided additional

-swoport for' participants, as well as feedbaCk to the workshop"
leaders. Appendices include a listofinine recommended reading
resources end a list of participants Ond workshop leaders. (SW)
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o Introduciton
Most people avoid discussing racism. Its mention creates anxiety.. Yet

. when racism is openly discussed:and stereotype$ broken down, people
develop. a colleagueship from .their shared feelings and values.

As educators and teachers we are committed to providing our students'
with an environment that is conducive to good teaching and maximum
learning. We, as white faculty, do not know a great deal about ma.
black students' experiences or perceptions. Nor, frequently, do we recog-
nize our own mispci,rceptions of these. students and the stereotypes we
hold. Exploring assumptions and practices between white faculty and
black students is one way of, improving a classroom environment for
the black students.' Experience indicates that improving the leaming'situa-
fion for one stacient, means improving it for others also. ,

The "White Faculty, Black Students: Exploring Assumptiong and Prac.
tines" workshops held October 27:29, 1983 and April 13, 1984 were
sponsored join® by the.Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education, U.S., Department of Education and the Association of
American Colleges. These organizations wanted to. offer faculty and
administrators an opportunity to discuss racism in the classroom and
to become sensitized to some of the 'problems encountered by black
students.

Cobrclinors recognize&that the workshops needed to be small
enough for easy discussion and large enough for institutional diversity.
Accordingly, two people (one faculty member and one administrator)
from each 'of ten institutions were accepted on a first come': first served
basis. The participants represented private liberal arts colleges and.univer-
siti'es, church- relatecF colleges and universities, and state colleges and
.universities in urban and rural settings. Their campuses enrolled from

.)1,400

to 16,000 students.
.1 The goals of the workshop included development of projects Co ad-
dress racism on the partipant:i. own campuses, as well as exploration
and discussion of faculty and students' needs and perceptions. Leaders
facilitated these efforts by presenting both statistical and personal infor-
mation. This was supplemented with a listof suggested readings (see
Appendix A).

In April, participants met again to disbuss the campus activities
developed in Octther. This follow-uptvorkshop was intended to pro-
vide additional support for the participants and to give feedback to the
.workshop leaders. This proved to be the case., Indeed: sharin their
experiences cave participants renewed energy to pursue their goals once
again. Tle 'developed a sense of collegialit,v, strong enough to spark
an !interest in a' 1985 meeting.

A
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I. Preparation for the Campus Projects
OctoSer 27 - 29, 1983 .

How doyou broach the subject of racism in.the classroom'to a mixed
group of faculty and administrators, most of whom do not know each ,

other, or the workshop leaders ?. TO stimulate candid discussion, the
leaders of the "White Fp' culty, Black,Students:'ExploringlAssumptions ,
and Practices" i'i'drkshop used a non-threatening approaCh.. They came
to the, workshop not as experts and scholars, but as practitioners who
had beep, working in the field for the past several sears. Leaders Jack ,

Nowan, Joe katz, Adelaide Simpson; artd James Cones shared their
Personal ,experiences in the fields. of teachii.t, and learning, and,
psychology. and multiracial interrelatjonhips with the AACIFIPSE :

workshop. . . /I. .

The Workshop leaders set a tone of.openness and exploration which
allowed participants to examine their own feelings without being 'self-
.Conscious. The participants felt that this aspect of the. workshops, the
supportive attitude of one of the leaders, was the strongest point of
the workshop whic'h included informational presentations, group discus-
sions, and two-person dialogues.

. ,

stn discussing why faculty should leafn. more about black students'
attitudes and feelings about their classroom experiences, it was pointed :
out that one of a teacher's resPonsibilities is to add to the individual
development of each student, and as such, the teacher canndt retreat
"from 'getting to know each studen om letting each student know
him or her. Intergroup hostili as the subject of a class diFussion
broadens the group and makes it possible for more people to live and
work prOductively in a multiracial sOciety.Staying within one's own group
only makes a person

,,
more provincial. .

Fiye general themes brought the campus teams to the workshop:
usingbefter classrodnj environments to reduce attrition; developing ways
in which to interest and involve white faculty it subject of racism;
developing a support system for black students in which faculty and
students could wo4 together; devising less random efforts for address-

s
address-

ing racism on campus; and learning how to improve the classroom
environment.

Although the participants came with varied agendas and with a range
of fAmiliarity With the topic, the initial workshop did 'acquaint them with
the needs of black students. They exp d their own feelings and ex-
.
amined stereotypes concerning blacks, and 1ped each other identify
ways in which campus teams could develop and initiate a small pro-
gram or activity to address these issues on their own campuses. The

3



workshop, in effett, approached the larger question of houi 'we can
live, and teach our students to live, more eff ectively and croductii/ely
in a multiracial society..

'Black 4ulent Attitudes about the Classroonif

Initial workshop discussion focused on the feelings and 'attitudes of
black students on predominantly white campuses.. Adelaide Simpson
shared her own feelings as a black Student in a white environment and
,discusted her research with black students. Dr. Simpson identified several
areas of frustration for' black Students.
1. Feelings of dlieNtion. and lack o/ acceptance. The4 feelings can
be the resultof subtle communications by white faculty and students _

in and out of the classroom. Such feelings can be caused by percep-t.
tions thaesome blaclistudeiitsliiing from their own past experiences.
In the clastroom ithese feelings can be trigged by behaviors of the

- teacher or students, such as being ignored, lac* of eye contact, con-
tinual interruptions of die black student as he or she discusses or responds. t.

to a question, not acknowledging statements made by black students
while doing so with white,siuderk and verbal comments which attrib-
ute .a student's, knowledge or response to chance rather than
competence.
2. Lack of positive references to blacks or the black culture and their
contributions to the discipline. S;leh omissions preserve cultural racism

. and limit the understanding of all students. In addition, this omission
can also, lead black students to feel more alien to 'certain disciplines or
instructors, particularly if only negative references to blacks or black
culture .are made.
3. Lack of black role modaWin facu'Ity and administrative position's.
The lack of role models can also contribute to a sense of alienation
and discomfort for blacks on campus. Role models can influence ex-
pectations and the development of a sense of identity. 7

4.. Subtle as well as overt challenges to the cmpetencce of black students
band racist assumptions that some white faculty bring to the classroom:
Examples of these challenges are statements such as, "How did you
get into grad school?", "Did I give you, an A?" or "Where did yoU ,get
that idea?"
5. Difficulty in being accepted as an individrial by many white students
who, like some faeu10, bring .certain assumptions about blacks. This
Could, take form of being excluded from study groups or class discus-
sions or of negative comments by white students.

.
4
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Coping Mechanisms of Black Students

/James Cones reported that black students cope with campus racism
,jri a variety of ways. For example, understanding past experience with
l'acism and developing, a realistic self-appraisal preiiiare black students
ko handle campus discrimination. The availability of a support group
land a background of leadership experience also help black students
survive in-a predominantly, white setting. Additionally, knowing and
accepting the fact that thegOal of acollege graduation is four to five
years away::enables students to deal with frustrations along the way.

Improving White :Faculty, Black Student Interaction
4

.

What can white faculty do to help black students lean more in the
classroom?One simple way is to call students by their names; this-Can
make the students feel more worthy. When students feel worthwhile,
they can let go of some of their history, valtes, and old perceptions
andbecome involved in the discipline. For the most part, faculty want
students to find their particular discipline as exciting as they do. There

:----- -is arnbivalence in many black students about giving up parts of their
culture which may appear. to the professor as laziness or apathy, but
it is only the normal tugging of the studenthe een what he or she
wants to learn and what is a part of the black heritage.

faculty must become more aware of stereot ing. Television sends
negative messages with such programs as The ffersons and Diff'rent,
Strokes. Teachers can counter media stereotypiri by talking about `:real"
people. Another type of negative stereotyping aff cts teaching by leading
faculty to:think in terms of quotas, and "tokeui,blacks. One teacher's
reaction may be tp expect less of black students and therefore ignore
them and another may become overly:Sensitive and try to protect them.

Another :apiproach, perhaps more dtfficult, is to consider whatcan
be done in the classroom that is just different enough from what is cur-
rently being done to elicit better responses from the students. Chang-
ing one small element tends to change a great deal more. Professors
can examine their physical behavior, course content, and presentations
to try and determine what inhibits learning in their classrooms.:

lklot all of these, suggestions are easy, nor sbould professors expect
miracles within themselves or their students. Changing attitudes takes
time and motivation. Dr. Cones noted that in the black /white groups
in whiCh he had acted as a facilitator, the simple acknowledgement of
racism released some of the tension surrounding the issue and made j
it possible for most of the members to interact more freely with one

5 I 0.



'another. It is possible kir faculty to actas change agents in their classroom
by' acknowledging and discussing racism as an. issue. This need not be
a direct, confrontational matter. Faculty can address the topic through
additional course material about blacks, their accomplishments, and their
role in the content of the subject matter. For instance, what does an
economics textbook say about the,Onomic condition of blacks? What
are the economic and social of black unemployment? What infor-
mation and experierlOs-ca-fi be found outside, the textbook to bring to
the classroom?

In determining what projects to initiate on their campuses, participants
fist had to address several concerns. If faculty ate to.be agents of change
they,,will require considerable support from their colleagues and the
administration: If support is required, how do interested campus per-
sonnel find it? Can it be found in the administration? Who will volunteer
*to discuis racism in theiclassroom? Should interested faCulty and admin-
istrators begin with those mostinterested or with those where the prob-
lem is of little priority?

As the teams began to think about their o n colleges and univer-
sities, the question of how to rriotiVate colleagu surfaced. John Noonan.
observed that when there is no 'outside rew .tO actively participate-,
a person has to have an inner motivation. Inn r rewards for such par- .

ticipation might include colkagueship: with Oth s that forms stimulating
alliances; an opportunity for teachrs.to be e successful i\viti their
students; and new insight into an exciting issue, which maicesithe par-
ticipating facuky members More are of 'Prepa ng their students,for
effective living in a multiracial society.

Methods for Approaching the Subject of R cism-

The workshop leader suggested several ways t a.t the participants
could approach the subject of racism on their ca pules.

.1. Interview students in Class. Dr.*Katz suggested factIty consider
.

questions such as: In what way does this clan *pare you to
live in a multiracial society? How do you, as a white or black
student, view this class? What do you like or dislike about this

x class? What would you do to make this class more meaningful?
*. 2. Interview faculty about their experiences WitWracisrn and blacks.

3. Talk with black students about their campus experiences.
4. Hold discussions with a colleagueeach week to share informa-

tion that each has obtained from interviewing three students
each week.

5. AT ,nge for two professors to visit each other's classrooms to

6 1
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* .
4. .

.. 4 provide, fe3dback on. the reactions of students to the teacher, I

the teacher to the black' and, white -students, and..among. the-.
students. The two`faculty members should be from different
departm ts. : ,

I

,

6. Disc with studenti what goes on in the classroom. The disCus-
sion could be, led by the professor or by another persOn. Did.
the class do what the profeskor wanted it to? Why 01-a-Stifj.-
dent silent? Include the content of The course being ipresefiled,
in the questions. The discussion should take place immediately i

.after the..class and be done in a manner that ,does not make(
the profes1, O r feel defensive. I ..

7. Hold curriculum workshops that could focus* on 1) separate
courses 'of:black history, literature, etc.,. or 2) 'efforts to integrate

'additionalmaterial into an existing course. ,

. ,

-,
8. Hold workshops about various aspects of teaching new\and

i

revised courses, This could include the. possibili of changed.
.tlassrpoin dynamics. , ,. ,

9. DeveloVinstitutional activities, such as black; cultural pr ms
atid pi\ograms that renew sensitivity to racism in the residie:
halls. .

y 1:,
1 ',..

10. Usd an. Outside consulf Or facilitator when it is more _com-
fortable

. 1

andto help learri about introducing discussions of raC ni
in this classroom. I,

'Participants were encouraged, to be specific, to focus on aPartieular
goal or purpose, and to develop manageable projects. '

By the end of the October workshop; Most of the institutional teams
had begun considering- some activity that 'they could initiate on their
hoine campuses that would be compatible with their institutional milieu
and with their own personal style. This goal of the workshop was accom:
plished 'even though some of the participants'from the same colleges
anil, universities had mot known, each other before opening to the
Worksilop; some institutions had active groups already addressin e
issue of racism, and some campuses were just beginning t co sider
the problems.

or



IL Campus Case Studies:
Sharing Eiperiences

April 13,. 1984

Eleven people representing seven of the ten original colleges and
universities met on April 13, 1984 to exchange information about their
efforts to raise the consciousness of campus constituencies and to'con-
linue their own learning about the effects of racism on student learning

in the classroom: Because not much is.known about the subje91, the
participants were pioneers. Working on racism is stressful and thii stress
needed to be, and Was, _recognized. by each person who attempted to
introduce and discuss the topic on campus. Teaching a multiracial class
takes morel sensitivity and effort on the part of the professor than does
teaching stUdents of one race.

While learning about racism and its effects on teaching and learning,
professors also learned about themselveS, and that:

Working on racial problems is stressful.
Taking a manageable piece of the problem is more realistic than
attempting a major effort.
Presenting multiple views of the world in courses, an approach
advocated by students, enriches the curriculum.
Addressing racism in the classroom can be done without being
confrontational as long as faculty are sensitive to students and the
subject matter.

With these thoughts in mind, representatives of the seven campuses
described the activities they had engaged in since the October 1983
meeting. Some of the institutions had already had college-wide activities
or organizational structures focusing on racial issues. Others had not
initiated any formal activities dealing with racism. In some cases, par-
ticularly where there were few minorities enrolled; faculty and staff did
not-perceive -racism as a high priority issue.

The following case studies are examples of modest activities that can
be initiated. They illustrate how activities can be designed to reflect the
initiator's style and the campus environment.

Institution On

One small state college had formally begun addressing the needs of

blacks on campus just before the October workshop, When the team
returned to campus they created an all-campus committee to address

issues of racism and discrimination. Faculty, students, and administrators

9



N.,.
were receptive to such an activity. The president also supported the
Committee, agreeing_ to match funds put up by the black
Organization.

. The committee's strategy :vas to involve the institution as much as
possible anasto, male an effort to have the conference presentatiOns
be an all-campus effort, not just those of a black group. The president
assisted by sending a letter to faculty, students, and staff to encouragP
their participation.

The team leader worked with the committee and tf..-2, black organVa-
tion. They conducted a three-day campus conference on "Overcom-
ing Discrimination." Meetings were held from 12:30 to 6:00 p.m. and
examined the topics of racism and discrimination on campus, in business,
and in the media. Black authorities in each area served as keynote
speakers, Presentations were followed by workshops led by other promi-
nent black educators, business representativRS, and media specialists.
In order to encourage interaction and prtt< ote discussions after the .

workshop activities, the committee o wrap-up buffet which in-
cluded presentations by intemati rally acclaii4d-black artists, poets,
and musicians. By involving den'ts in recording and videotaping
keynote speakers and woe ops, the committee helped students feel
more involved in .the pr eedings.

Approximately 200 ople attended.the first workshop on discrimina-
tion on the campus. ewer attended the workshop on discrimination
in business and the Media. Primarily white faculty attended the first
meeting. The few minority faculty (seven on campus) attended early
all of the three meetings. The conference leaders felt that the faculty
who needed consciousness raising the most were not highly motivated
to attend but that faculty already interested in the issue did attend in
significant numbers.

Working assumptions:
1. Establish a group to do something specific.
2. Have faculty "leaders.
3. Involve as many different campus groups as possible.
4. Involve students as leaders and participants.
5. Work with supporters.
6. Expect that those who hold racism as a low priority issue will

require strong motivation to attend.
7. Use established blacks as mentors.
8. Establish workshops as college workshops and not as functions

of a special interest group.
9. Know the importance of leadership.

1410



(nstitution Two

A small liberal arts college had experienced better'retention of its black
students In the -Mid-1970s than it was experiencing in the early 1980s,
Retention of its black students had become, a campus priority. ps a result,,
the college had asked Some of its black students to interview other black
students a ut their reason's for leetvirig the college. The administra-
tion leame that black students:now enrolled were from 'clifferent.geo-
graphical a as and economic backgrounds than those enrolled during
the 1970s. e college believed, that it should do something to make
black students feel more at home and to help them graduate from
college.

The team from this liberal 4rts college spent one month preparing
a faculty workshop and consulted with two of the October workshop
leaders during this period. The steering committee spent several weeks
discussing how the workshop_ would be structured, which speakers
should he invited,, whether their own black students should be asked.
to participate, and other related issues.

The team from the October-workshop organized the campus steer-
ing committee by inviting people from student services and others who
had expressed an interest in the issue. It had seemed -to the team that
someone from the outside could come in and say things more can

; didly to the faculty than could someone from the campus who would
have continue working intimately with the faculty'. Thus James Cones,
one of the October workshop leaders, was invited to be the rysource:
leader for the workshop. He met with the campus minority student.
adviser,-several faculty and staff members, and with black and intema-
-tional students prior to the workshop.

Because a visit by a black activist in the early 1970s had been a con-
frontational experiente,:the steering committee believed that a softer,
more friendly approach toward the faculty would be more effective.
In retrospect this proved true. Approximately forty faculty and admin-
istrators attended the afternoon session. The meeting opened with a

_presentation by Dr. Cones about the predominately white college as
viewed from the perspective of the black student. A slide7tape presen-
tation, "The Story of 'CY," about individuaklifferences in people followed.
This led to a discussion of thcparticipants' own attitudes and perceptions.

The thirty people who remiped for dinner and the evening session
met in small groups to explore their own views ,and experiences in
teaching black students. These insights were summarized to the larger
group by one member of each small group.

A major outcome of the workshop was the participants' increased



awareness of their own experiences. A second outcome was that a small
group of faculty met together for planning future activities. The group
proposed showing Michener's elm, The Black Athlete, in the fall, fol-'
lowed by discussion with some of the athletes at the college. A third
outeOme.was that the student services staff planned a meeting with the
black student organization to Outline more clearly the support services
available to them.

And finally, as an outcome to the two workshops, the college
prepared a proposal for AAC's Minority Achievement Program. It asked
for, support of the efforts of ten to .twelve faculty 'who wish tVeyelop
course material that would address the issue of racism within e con-
text of already existing course*.

The team realized after the second AAC/FISPE workshop that it had
notaddressed the needs of,thosefaculty members who had been con-
cemed with the issues of racism over a long periOd of time. Whereas
the workshops were fine for faculty who wanted to expand their
awareness or for whom the issue was a low priority, it did not,provide
the "how to" for' those ready to pursue activjties on their own. The
team thought that for any future campus workshops, more considera-
tion should be given to meeting the-needs of, participants who are at
various levels of commitment to the issue.

fl

Working Assumptions:
1. 'Establish a group to do something, specific.
2. Work with supporters.
3. Have support from top administration.
4. Consult with black faculty and let them know what you are plan-

ning but do,not urge them to take a leadership role.,
5. .Apprdach the campus in a way that will reach the most people

most effectively.
6. Involve faculty and student services in the planning.
7. Plan folbw-up activities.

Institution Three

The team at institution three had been thinking and working on the
issue of racism for some time. The college has a minority student popula-
tion of approximately eleven percent, primarily from the inner city but
with some from middle class families. The October workshop and the
literature distributed at the workshop helped the team focus on the kind
of effort that could be carried out on its campus. The workshop also
helped the two team members focus on certain assumptions associated
with slack student learning, such as: the extra energy required for black

12 1 6



students to adjust to the campus environment as first-year college
students; the kinds of needs that were not being met for black students;
the reasons for infra -grip clissenSion among the black students; and

A the possible. lack of ability and/or willingness on the part of some faculty
and administrators to acknowledge that black students do indeed have
some specific needs `which should .be addressed directly.

The team decided that it would work for consciousness-raising on
campus by collecting attitudinal data in hour-long interviews with
volunteer faculty. The first stepin this ProcessVas an 'endorsement from
the academic dean. The team publicized' their participation in the
AAC/FIPSE October workshop along with a synopsis of the activities
and impact. and asked for faculty volunteers. Interviews were setlup
with the svven, volunteers from a faculty of seventy.

, ;The volunteers represented a cross-section of the faculty:
women/men; black/white; tenured /non- tenured; older/younget. The
seven volunteers appeared open the question of racism and to con-
tinued involvement.
..Thg questions asked of the faculty interviewed were:

1. What messages about blacks stand. out in this society?
2.. How do these messages affect black students?
3. How do these messages affect white students?
4. How do these messages affect you as a faculty member?
5. How does your class enable all students to function in a multiracial

society?
6. Do you deal wifh the black experience in any way. in your class? '

7. Would you be willing to restructure your class to deal with the
black experience?

- 8. Does the college's mission, statement reflect the, goal of enabling
students tolunction in a multiracial society?

Responses to the,first question indicated that society sees most blacks
as,cyming from the same socio-economic group that lived in high crime
areas, from fractured famillts, and as underachievers. When asked how
these views affect black students, they listed several effects: black first-
and second-year students were more inhibited in class than whites; lack
of black role models affected their academic and social progress; blacks
were not always appreciated when they maintained their black heritage;
and blacks tended to segregate in class or in the dining room.

Referring to how society's views affect the white students, the
responses indicated that society reinforces black stereotypes among white
students and that it perceives inequities in finances. and academic per-
formance, whether true or not. The interviewees felt that they had been
affected by society's perception. Some assumed that black students were
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coming, from cramped quarters and families of low economic status:
In addition to interviewing faculty, one of the team:members ad-.

dressed a grOup, of faculty at el lunch -time discussion which included
racism in the classroom. Since the team has freqUent contact 'with
students,.-it was able to discuss With-faculty' members some of the black
and other minority perceptions that: 'minorities are not included,.in
classroom diScussions; they are asked questions such as "do you under, `'\'\
stand ?" at the zonclusion of the lecture; and some .faculty members
talk from book knowledge about the-black experience which is different
from that of the students.

The group encouraged the team to cohduct a faculty workshop. re
is strong support, by the president who wants the college to addr ss
and meet the needs of its minorit stUdents. ConsequentlY., the le

, will proceed with plks. to spbnsor a workshop for faculty this ne
acadernic year. .

There were several areas that the team felt could profitably be ex-
panded,: yond their current efforts of addresstng some issues of race;
for exarnp courses on faith in religion and black women'spsyChology.
The college's mission, statement also 'could address race more com-
prehensively,. The -term "multicultural" is currently not in, the mission
statement. ;The team believes that it would be beneficial to have the.
faculty corNder modifying the' mission statement to reflect this.

The team 1 It that the outcome and sharing of their'project with the
other participa is at the April workshop renewed their dedication to
improving race relations, .and thereby the learning environment in the
classroom.

Working Assumptions: .

-..,
1. Have support from major administrators, especially academic.

( 2. Work with supporters.
3. Build pn what is 'already there.
4. Develop goOd relations with faculty and students.
5. Plan something specific.
6. Take deli ate, steps to implement the plan.
7. Begin pla ing for future activities.

Institution F

The team-from institution four did not know each oth before being
asked to attend the October workshop. They developed good rapport
and were excited by the prospect of doing something ()it campus wherer\
efforts were already being made to improve educational opportunities
forminorities. Once back on campus and faced with the. prospect of
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.
developing an activity, without the energizing 'environment of the work-
shop, the,team felt.somewhat overwhelmed. It was difficult to find time
to plan' because their work with students and faculty pressed on their
time commitments. The team from institution four found. itself trying
to decide what it could do that was not already beirig done on cam-
pus. The institution already was involved with a curriculum review, a
series of retreatslheld bygone of the schools, and a residential task force,
The team joined these on-going activities. Also sup a the institu-
tions efforts was the mission. statement, which ppoited activities of
a multicultural society. , ..\

The team members decided that they w uld call a meetinof one
..

of the pedagogical units and sh e with them their exspenence of the
Washington workshop, the ideas hat were discussed, and the materials
that were distributed. Institution fur, like institution two, realized that
faculty members were at different ages in/their development of'aware-
ness of,racism on campus and in heir classrooms. Trying to develop
a plan appropriate, for all wasodi 'cult. At one point the team found
itself justifying the toeus on blacks rather than on anot er group or all
minority groups. Ailey did this, in essence,' by responding that the groups
could only do so much.

The unit discovered that students were not as eager as it had imag-
ined students might be to talk with them about their experiences in the
classroom. The students felt that theyl'had done this before and did
not want to go over it all again. The /group decided it would go out
and talk with both black and white students about their experinces,
and that students would be encouraged to ask questions of the faculty.
As a result, faculty were stunned by t ' e degree of neglect and degrada-.
tion felt by black students in their lasses.

The pedagogical group met four mes and at its lakt meeting, when
the workshop team was discourag d and ready to let the whole proj-
ect drop, the graup suggested tha it address faculty development and
begin with itself. lt,designed a facu development project of five stages:

1. Sensitize and train..the plavining group. Meetings will be held to
familiarize the group with data on currentlY\enrolled student§, share
perceived problems; discuss individual concerns, and to receive
training. . .

2. Hold individual meetings between core group mem§ers and black
. students on campus. At this stage it will try to incre3se awareness

of concerns, and encourage students to assist the group in plan-..

ning the workshop and developing better communication!
3. Finalize planning Of .the workshop.
4. Over the faculty development workshop.
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5. Hold individual meetings between core group merribeft and the
black students contacted in stage two. The intention here' is to

4

share wittl. these students some of the experiences Worn the work-
'shop and to provide follow-up.

On a campus which already had a, certain level of activity regarding
racial issues,',6itte faculty members. questioned the wisdom of holding

. the workshop. Others felt that the same people were doing the same
things and that bein g! committed to these issues could be a political liability
on campus. Others telt that The white faculty should take on. the_ respon-
sibility of learning about the problem themselves:66me recognized that
the small group of Wadi. faculty may, theoselves have different points
of ,view and that these should be recognized.

p

In assessing its progress, the team wondered if it had been agood.,,I.,
fclea to begin its efforts with .atpedarOgical unit or whether some other
volunteer supportive group might have been sought..On the other hand,
thr group eventually did come together because its.merriberS were con-
cerned about the issue, and a speCific activity will result from the tetan
members' initial efforts to share their experience and from their.desire
to raise the consciousness of some of the faculty at the institution. '

Working assumptions:
.I. riav'campus support.

42. Plan something specific that does not duplicate Other'activitie
.3. Plan with the faculty. .

4. Develop good relations with students..
5. Plan follow -up activities. -

Institution Five

.

The team from this institution, like institutions .fwo and six, fotind..
someiniti eservationS from a few black administrators when it began

ing possible activities. The team men4ers talked extensively with
e minority' staff members because they realized that the staff was con-

cerned about the nature of any projects dealing with racism. The team
took the staff reservations seriously:

During the period of time when the team was consulting with the
m'nority staff and other administrators, one of the team members began
a iscussion group of b' lid white women, administrators and faculty.
Ni e women paiticipatt.1 .naking the group small enough for easy in-
ter tion yet large enougl), for diversity among the Membership. The
disc ssions covered hiring more black faculty, curriculum reform, sensi-
tizin white faculty, and critical questions about racism in the classroom.

Th team presented a proposal to the university administration, which
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was approved and funded, for 'a fall retreat to focUs on classroom
dynamics between white faculty and black students. Faculty and,admim
istrators working in the Liberal Studies Program would be invited.
Whereas in the past the program had focused only on skill develop-

, merit, it now seemed appropriate to add another component, the
psychological and sociological dimensions of black students' experiences
in the classroom. The ultimate goal of the program would be to im-
prove the classroom teaching for these and consequently all students.

The proposed retreat will have: discussion .on the reading mgterial;
a panel discussion of minority students, faculty, and administrators about
the Minority exPerience 'at the university; and small group discussions
COneeming!individual experience's,, attitudes, and assumptions about
race. Since the conference hal not yet been helcl no/conclusions could
be reached about its outcomes:

Working Assumptions:
1: Do something specific'
2. Con'sult black facUltY. and administrators.
3.. Gain administrative support.
4. Work with §uPportiveindiyiduals and ,groups where possible. .

5...10,614 as:inany constituencies as possible.
Move as fast, or as slowly, as the group is comfortable.

Institution Six

This inStitution; like institution five, is. in a setting where it was more
difficult to initiate an all-campus project because of its large size.: How-
ever, under the sponsorship of the dean for undergraduate studies, the
team elected to have a two session workshop for interested'faculty to
discuss the prOblems that blacks have on campus and to organize pairs
of faculty members to visit each'others' classes. The original plans were,
as in institution five, questioned by the black minority affairs person-
nel. The team overcame their objections by securing the willing involve- ,
ment of the minority affairs staff in. .the planning and conduct of the
workshop.

The workShop drew approximately thirty participants; a third of whom
were blackfaculty and administrators. Jt was interesting to white mem-
bers of the'grouP that the black members had varying responses to the
discussion. This understanding broke the white members' stereotype
that all blaCk, persons think alike. The group had read several articles.
prior to the workshopthat had keen distributed to participants at the
,AAC/FISPE October meeting. The leaders felt that tttis background
facilitated the discussion.
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Following the. discussion, the group organized itself in pairs for. visiting
each other's classes. Each pair then interviewed the other person about
his or her experiences in the classroom and his or her feelings about
them. The participants felt that this activity was not as. effective as the
'earlier discussion, largely because the responses appearect-stiperficial.

, . ,

Possible explanations included the racial mixtures of the group, feel-
ings of self,consciousriess because of?.the mixture of blacks and whites,
or participants' embarrassment in "discussing their, own experiences. ,

Same participants believed the workshop as too general or that
, there should have been more information fro studies about classroom

dynamics and more comments from black students at their own institu-
tion about their experiences in the classroom.

-At the second. session. (eight weeks later) only six people returned..
One of the reasons for the small return rate may have been that the
adninistrators who had participated did not have classes that could ke .

observed. Howtver, for the six That did return the discussion proved
profitable. The highlight.was a faculty member's report on a discussion
in the College of EduCation with the ten white students and ten black'
students:on the subject of racism. The instructor found the class open
and interested in the subject and the students attentive to each other.
Most, of ithe other returnees attended "classes with only one or two black
.StudentS, and we all noticed same explicit signs of isolation."

Aside from a general agreement that it would like to have the teacher
of the education class share more of the information that he foundviost
Useful in his "Racism in America" class, the return group did not agree
on what other steps to take. They c sidered a newsletter because npt
enough information is known a t

classroom. The participants want d a greater sensetf how black students'
black students' experiences in ,the

and faculty feel. \ e

The -leaders of the workshop felt that they had somehow discredited
themselves as leaders because they did not know enough about the
topic. The April workshop participants disabused them of this idea
because no one seems to know very much about the topic. It is a new
and developing area of human relations.

Working Assumptions:...
1. Have support of top administrators.
2. Work with supportive volunteers.
3. Plan something spelkific.
4. Consult with and develop good relations with black administrators

and faculty.
5. Plan a follow-up session.
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institution Seven

The situation of institution sever( is not atypical of nany colleges and
universities. This institutiorhas virtually no black faculty,pr administra
tors and only a handful of full-time.black students, two- thirds of whom
pre scholarship athletes. The institution wishes to have more black
students and to. draw, upon the group of potential students within ,its
community,

A report on:minority sfudents was issued in ,19,&3. The team had
reviewed the sections dealing with the retention of enrolled black students
and found that the repor(s.suggestions were similar to some of those
set forth in the readings 'distributed at the October workshop.

iv The team shared these readings with interested faculty through reports
tr...'an all-university planning group, to a faculty leadership group, and

. at *zi round-table discussion sponsored by the faculty./ The team felt that specific activities could not be generated from the
faciAlty4it thistrne because many faculty, .although gerktraki' favorable

ICOheideaSc...do not consider the topic one of high Ipri?s4t. The ifistituL
tiawill use its existing mechanisms of fabiiky developrn0; rather than .

separate forum. activities, to place this important topic on the faculty
agendaAn the touring months.

Working 'AsStimptions: t
1. Use existing organizational. structure.
2. Develop interest among faculty by disseininating information.
3. Use 'existing campus'reports and data. .

4. Develop specific agenda. items.
5. Build plans to coincide Withttvz level of awarene4'cUirently exist

ing on campus.

Elements for Successful Projects
4.y%;

After hearing The reports of the seven colleges and univetsitigsc,l,he
group concluded that a number of factors. should be considered priot
to developing a project. Not all of the factors are relevant to every cam-
pus situation, of course. .

These factors' are:
1. Determine the purpose of the. activity. Focus. is essential.
2. Determine for whom the activity is designed. 7..

3. Determine if there,is institutional support,, both administrative
and financtaHriris,.essential.

4. Consult with black faculty and administrators when setting, up
a group or campus activity.
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5. Work with volunteers who have some personaLinterest; if
possible.

6. Suggest that the faculty member examine his* her own expe-
. riences and assumptions if. she or he intends to be a change

agent.
'7. Use consultants when appropriate. .

8. Develop a project that takes into consideration the racial climate
of the campus and develop a project that takes into considera-
tion the degree of awareness of racial issLies. and of interest in
the participantsindividuals or groups, department, ad-
ministrative, .etc. .

9. Elicit the support of blaOk students,faculty, and administrators.
10. Consider the politiCal or institutional structures already. existing

on Campus and whether Or not they should be used in setting
up an activity.

11. Be realistic about the size ofthe program so that it is compatible
with . one's. own demands, ontime and energy; and personal
commitment.

12. Develop a suppOrtiVe network within and without the institution.
b



Workshop Evaluations
In discussing and evaluating the AAC/3IPSE workshops, the par-

ticipants felt that settirig an open, noh-critical atmospheie was the most
crucial factor iri developingla successful workshop. PartiCipants, needed
to feel comfortable in order to exchange feelings of racism, attitudes
toward blacks, and awareness of their own stereotyping of blacks. The
readings were helpful, but they would have been more helpful if the
participants had received them earlier. The small size of the group was
beneficial in facilitating interaction, and the diversity among thetolleges
and universities and mong the individuals stimulated the'discussions.

A number of parti ipants felt that the October workshop did not last
long enough for the to process the material, information, and discus
sions. They alSo wa ted to have spent more time with the workshop
leaders talkiilg about possible campus projects. Others wished that they
had known more about the 'workshop and met their fellow campus

,

representatives prior 'to arriving in Washirigtoh.
At the conclusion of the workshops, most of thdparticipants felt that

the sessions had: proyided for time and a way to focus on the issue
of racism; raised their consciousness; provided pertinent literature;
recognized the student learning component as an important element
on campus and the importance of listening to one's black students; and
given validity to the institutional team to initiate' a project because of
the sponsorship by AAC/FIPSE.

By haying the follow-up session in April, the participants were able
to talk with their October colleagues about the ups and downs of their
project's. and thereby feel a sense of accomplishment, however large'
or small the efforts had been. The Aprilsession also renewed their com-
mitment to tackling the issue of racism in. the classroom.

It appears that it is not necessarily, the,big steps a campus 'makes to '

discuss racism or to reduce its impact on students' leatning,tut the.small
steps as,well that will eventually give alt students a fine education and
one that will give them a broad base for living in a' world of diversity.
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Appendix A
Suggested Readings

Astin, kW., Minorities in American Higher Education: Recent Trends, Current
Prospects, and Recommendations. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1982.

Boyd, William M., II, "Report on Stages I-Ill of ABC's Study of Black:Undergraduates
in Predominantly White Colleges." Boston: A Better Chance, Inc., 1980. ;

Cones, James H..1111, Noonan, John F., and Janha, Denise (Eds.); Teaching Minority -
Students. New Direttlons for Teaching and Learning, No. 16. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1983,

Katz, J.H., White A Viareneis: A Handbook for Antidiscriminatkin.
sity of Oklahorria Press, 1978.

; , ";.:,
rverd Study Shows Rare Problems Still Exist," Higher Education

6 (May 15, 1980), pp, 3,4,

, ImprOing Minority Students' C' ,,Mpetencles: Strdtegics.in.'Selected
Atlanta: Southern Regional;Edwation Board, 1982.

SedleCek,:W,,. andBrookt, G. Racism in Americc Ectfcaticitt:"A.M,odel for Change.

. .

. Chicago: Nelson*iall; 1976.

Smith, Donald H., Admission 'and Retention of Black ,Sttideitis': .Seuen
Predomirtatitly White Universities.' Washington DC: National'Advitory.Corn=
mittee..on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities, 194.
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Parker, N.P.
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Willie, CFiarles V. and McCord, Arline Sakuma, Black Students at White Colleges.
New `i'ork: Praeger, 1972.
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Appendix B
Participants

Brooklyn .College
Daniel Mayers, Avociate Dean of

Undergraduate atIE General5tudies
E. Jennifer Monaghan, Assistant Pro-

fessor,_ Department of Educational
Services

Butler University
Joseph F. Lamberti, Dean of Education
George Geib, Professor of History

College of Saint Elizabeth .

Sr. Bernadette T. McCann, Director of
Counseling

Sr. Grace Reape, Director of Educa-
tional Opportunity Fund

Drew University
Rosemary Gilmartin, Assistant Dean of

Students
J. Perry Leavell, Professor of History

, .

Georgetown University .

Anne D. Sullivan, Assistant Dean, Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences

Paul F. Cardaci, Assistant Professor of
English

Guilford Colleges
Cyrus Johnson, Profeslor of Sociology
Carol Stoneburner, Director of Faculty

Development and Coordinator of
Women's Studies

Ramapo College of New Jersey
George T. Potter, Former President
Arnold Jones, Assistant Professor of

Music

University of Louisville
Lynn Darby, Coordinator of Special

Projects for the Preparatory Division
Joseph Deck, Associate ,Dean of the

College of ,Arts and Sciences

University of Maryland, College
Park

Robert E. Shoenberg, Dean of Under-
graduate Studies

Eugene Hammond, Director of Fresh-
man English

Wilmington College
Lewis Marcuson, Assistant to the Dean

of the College
Neil Snarl', professor of Sociology

7'

Workshop Leaders
James H. Cones, III .

',1stdoctoral Fellow
Harvard University
(formerly at Virginia Common-
wealth University)

Joseph Katz
Director- of Research for Human,
Development irS Educational
Policy
State University of New York,
Stony Brook

John F. Noonan
Dean, School of Arts and
Sciences
lona College

Adelaide Simpson
Clinical Psychologist
Richmond, Virginia
(formerly at Virginia Com-
monwealth University)

MC-Staff
tion and Business Affairs
California State Uniyer?4,
Hayward)

Carolyn D. Spatta
Director, Institutional Programs
and Grants
(now Vice President, Administra-
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